Robustness of deep learning algorithms in astronomy
- galaxy morphology studies
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Abstract
Deep learning models are being increasingly adopted in wide array of scientific
domains, especially to handle high-dimensionality and volume of the scientific
data. However, these models tend to be brittle due to their complexity and overparametrization, especially to the inadvertent adversarial perturbations that can
appear due to common image processing such as compression or blurring that are
often seen with real scientific data. It is crucial to understand this brittleness and
develop models robust to these adversarial perturbations. To this end, we study
the effect of observational noise from the exposure time, as well as the worst case
scenario of a one-pixel attack as a proxy for compression or telescope errors on
performance of ResNet18 trained to distinguish between galaxies of different morphologies in LSST mock data. We also explore how domain adaptation techniques
can help improve model robustness in case of this type of naturally occurring
attacks and help scientists build more trustworthy and stable models.
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Introduction

While the ability of neural networks to perform well on a broad range of tasks is remarkable, there has
been a recent push to evaluate instances when neural networks fail. The study of adversarial examples
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seeks to explore this brittleness through the context of specifically-crafted inputs designed to confuse
the network, sometimes leading to catastrophic results. Some attacks rely on the ability to access
information about the networks themselves, such as the underlying architecture, trained weights, and
gradients [25, 11]. On the other hand black box attacks do not require any information about the
trained network, but they can still be very successful in fooling the model [19, 1]. It is also known
that even image compression, blurring, or even the addition of simple Gaussian noise can also wreak
havoc on a network’s performance [10, 6, 7, 8]. We posit that this sort of "attack" can arise quite
easily in the sciences. For example, when simulating data in astronomy we can never perfectly model
observational effects, even the most important ones like observational noise or blurring by the point
spread function (PSF) of the telescope. Understanding these effects and ultimately finding solutions
that will lead to more robust models is part of both adversarial example and domain adaptation
research [4, 27, 29].
Here we explore the sorts of adversarial examples that might arise out of complex scientific data
pipelines, such as the Vera C. Rubin Observatory’s Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST) [15],
within the context of classifying galaxy morphology– distinguishing between spiral, elliptical and
merging galaxies. We produce LSST mock data using Illustris TNG100 [18] images, and study
the effects of observational noise from the exposure time– one year (Y1) vs. ten years (Y10) of
observations. Additionally, we investigate the worst case scenario of a one-pixel attack as a proxy for
compression or telescope errors. We study how domain adaptation methods, first introduced in the
astronomical context in [3, 2], can be used to increase network robustness to these naturally accruing
"adversarial attacks".

2

Data

We extract three-filter (g, r, i) galaxy images from snapshots 95 (z = 0.05) and 99 (z = 0) from
the IllustrisTNG100 simulation [18]. We convert all data to effective redshift of z = 0.05 and use
the GalSim [21] package to make Y10 and Y1 LSST mocks by adding observational noise drawn
from a Poisson distribution (made from a single image with varying exposure time) and PSF blurring
(both atmospheric and optical). We aim to train a model to distinguish between spiral, elliptical and
merging galaxies. To produce labels, we use IllustrisTNG morphology catalogs produced by [20]
and follow [17] by using G − M20 statistics to roughly distinguish between the three types of galaxy
morphologies. Since non-merging galaxies are much more numerous in the final simulation snapshots,
we also augment extracted mergers by flipping up/down and rotating images by 90◦ and 180◦ , to get
a more balanced dataset. This leads to our final galaxy sample with 14312 : 8151 : 12710 images of
spirals, ellipticals and mergers, respectively. We divide these images into training validation and test
datasets as 70% : 10% : 20%. For example images, see Figure 1.

3

Methods

We train ResNet18 network, the smallest standard "off-the-shelf" residual neural network [14], often
used for different astronomy applications. After the convolutional layers, which extract interesting
features, we have a 256-dimensional bottleneck layer, which represents the latent space of the
network we want to study. After the bottleneck layer we only have the output layer with three neurons
representing the three galaxy classes. We train with Adam optimizer [16], use early stopping and fix
random seed when training. Training was performed on Google Cloud’s NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.
Observational noise and exposure time - as stated above, we create two versions of our data. For
our main dataset, we add noise to mimic LSST observations after the full ten year observation period
(Y10). To show how noise can affect deep learning performance, even in the case where the noise
model is the same, and the only difference is just its signal to noise level, we also create mock catalogs
of one year of LSST observations (Y1).
One-Pixel Attack - we choose to explore adversarial perturbations due to one-pixel attack, since
it is not unreasonable to expect that algorithms involved in compressing and decompressing large
amounts of data could be expected to accidentally flip one pixel. Beyond compression a single pixel
could easily be changed due to some problem with the charge-coupled device (CCD) detector or its
readout, by effects of cosmic-rays, or through some other transient phenomena. The concept of a
one-pixel attack was first introduced in [24]. This attack is a type of a "black-box" attack, which
2

Figure 1: Examples of images in our dataset. The left two images show the same Y10 and Y1
examples of spiral galaxies, middle two images show Y10 and Y1 elliptical galaxies, while right two
images show Y10 and Y1 examples of merging galaxies.
does not depend on the knowledge of the weights of the trained model. In [24], authors show that
even widely used benchmarking datasets like CIFAR-10 and ImageNet 1 can be flipped to a wrong
class by attacking just one pixel of the image. We can expect that noisy astronomical images will
be susceptible to the same kind of problem as well. If we represent the original image as a tensor
x, and the probability of that image being classified into a particular class as f (x), the one-pixel
attack is optimized to find the additive perturbation vector e(x), such that it maximizes the probability
fadv (x + e(x)), of the image being misclassified as a different incorrect class. Finding the one pixel
that leads to the desired perturbation is done by using a population based algorithm called differential
evolution [23, 5].
3.1

Domain Adaptation

Big part of the adversarial attack research is related to finding solutions (before or after the attack)
and increasing model robustness [30]. In this work, we hypothesize that that domain adaptation
techniques, which are used when the network trained on images from one domain needs to perform
well in a new (often unlabeled) domain [4, 27, 29, 2], can also be very useful for increasing robustness
to these naturally occurring attacks. We employ domain adaptation technique called Maximum Mean
Discrepancy (MMD) [13, 22, 12]. MMD is a statistical technique that finds a non-parametric distance
between two probability distributions (in this case latent space data distributions of our Y10 and
Y1 images). By training a network such that this distance is minimized, MMD aligns the two data
distributions in the latent space of the network, allowing the network to find domain-invariant features.
To do this, instead of just minimizing standard classification cross-entropy loss LCL , during training
we minimize LTOT = LCL + λLMMD , where we use domain adaptation weight λ = 0.05. In our
case we will treat Y10 images as the labeled domain and noisy Y1 images as an unlabeled domain
(note that domain adaptation methods will work even if domains are reversed - a realistic situation
where we first observe Y1 data and then get new unlabeled Y10 data). Aligning Y10 and Y1 data will
increase the noise robustness and should in principle also help with one-pixel attacks. We note that
although we adopt a vanilla ResNet18 to carryout our domain adaption for robustness experiments,
other adversarial robustness approaches such as those based on architecture improvement and data
augmentation can be used alongside domain adaptation. This is a future direction we will pursue.

4

Results

We explore different methods to visualize how one-pixel attacks and observational noise from
exposure time functioned to perturb a base galaxy image in latent space. We use a 150-image subsample of our test set of images to perform the one-pixel attack and produce perturbed images. We
successfully flip 136 images for both the model trained without and trained with domain adaptation.
Church window plots - these plots derive their name from a colorful representation of latent space
around a given input example that resembles panes of stained glass [11, 28, 8]. These colors map
onto the potential classes available for classification. To create each plot, the unperturbed base image
is situated at the origin. Then, the latent space embedding of the unperturbed base image is subtracted
from the embeddings of both the noisy and one-pixel attacked image. These subtractions yield higher
1
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Figure 2: Church window plot (left) of example triplet of Y10, Y1 and one-pixel perturbed image
(spiral - dark yellow, elliptical - violet, merger - navy), with the 2D isomap (plotted using 250
randomly selected images from our test set) on the right (Y10 - filled circles, Y1 - empty circles).
Each church window plot is labeled with the class of the Y10 image and the class targeted by the
one-pixel attack. The Y10 image located at the center of the church window plot is plotted as × sign
in the church window plot and the corresponding isomap, while the noisy Y1 image (top point on the
church window plot) is plotted as a star in both plots. Finally, one-pixel attacked image (right point
on the church window plot) is plotted as triangle. Bottom row of images shows the same triplet of
images, but for a model trained with domain adaptation.
dimensional representations of the adversarial and noisy perturbation vectors in latent space (we
orient the plane such that the x axis lies along the adversarial direction and the y direction lies along
the noisy direction)2 . These vectors are then discretized into small steps and we iterate over all
possible combinations of both the adversarial and noisy direction perturbations that are added to the
embedding of the base image. These new embeddings are then classified by the trained model in
order to populate the pixels in the church window plot. Note however, that we plot relative distances
between the base image and the noisy and one-pixel attacked image.
Isomaps - visualizing the data in the multi-dimensional latent space is particularly important and
informative for our studies, as it enables the viewing of how specific data points move due to the
one-pixel or noisy attack. Here we will use isomaps [26], which seek a lower-dimensional embedding
which maintains geodesic distances between points. Compared to linear projections like PCA [9],
isomaps show distances present in the original multi-dimensional space more realistically.
In the top row of Figure 2 we give one example of Y10, Y1 and one-pixel attacked triplet plotted
using church window plot (left) and 2D isomap (right). In the bottom row of Figure 2, we plot the
same example, but with domain adaptation included in the training. In the church window plots, the
2
We deviate slightly from the traditional church window plot first introduced by [28], where authors made
plots by orienting axes such that the x-direction aligned with the adversarial direction and the y-direction was
simply calculated to be orthonormal to this direction.
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Table 1: Performance metrics for ResNet18 on Y10 and noisy Y1 test data when training without
domain adaptation (first row) and with domain adaptation (second row). The table shows the accuracy
and weighted precision, recall, and F1 scores. Domain adaptation increases all performance metrics
for both Y10 and Y1 data.

Regular Training

Domain Adaptation

Metric
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1 score
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1 score

Y10
0.72
0.76
0.72
0.72
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82

Y1
0.43
0.61
0.43
0.36
0.66
0.67
0.66
0.67

Table 2: Means and standard deviations of Euclidean distances in the latent space of the model
(between Y10 and noisy Y1 images, as well as Y10 and one-pixel perturbed images), calculated for
136-image sub-sample of the test set.
Regular
Domain Adapt.
Y10 – Y1
20.2 ± 11.9
29.7 ± 17.4
Y10 – One-Pixel 16.8 ± 5.0
38.1 ± 15.5

morphology predicted by the network is shown by the background color. The Y10 image we plot in
the center of the church window plot (× symbol) is correctly classified as spiral (dark yellow). When
regular training is performed the same image, after the one-pixel attack, moves along the x axis to the
right (triangle symbol), and is now incorrectly classified as an elliptical (violet). When the image is
subject to a noisy attack, it moves upward along the y direction (star symbol), and is now incorrectly
classified as a merger (navy). This is because in the multi dimensional latent space regions of the
incorrect class are often located near the correctly classified image that the model was trained on.
When domain adaptation is used (bottom row of images), the overall performance of the classifier
improves. The model is now able to correctly classify the image as a spiral even in the case of high
noise, while it is still fooled by a one-pixel adversarial attack (but more iterations were needed to find
the pixel that will successfully flip to the wrong class, and the attacked image is further away from
the original Y10 image).
Additionally, the isomap in the top row shows that most of the noisy Y1 images are actually incorrectly
classified as mergers. When domain adaptation is used (bottom isomap) Y10 (filled circles) and
Y1 (empty circles) data distributions overlap a lot better for all classes, which increases network
robustness to noise and leads to increase in performance for both datasets. Increase in the model
robustness can be also seen if we look at the classification accuracies. Without domain adaptation
model trained on Y10 data reaches accuracy of 72%, but for noisy Y1 images accuracy is only
43%. When domain adaptation is included accuracy on Y10 is 82%, and accuracy on noisy Y1 data
increases to a much larger 66%. In Table 1 we give accuracies, as well as weighted precision, recall,
and F1 scores for models trained without and with domain adaptation.
To quantify the sensitivity of each model to adversarial and noise perturbations, but also get better
qualitative understanding of the model behaviour, we can observe how much images move in the
found latent space of the network due to perturbations. We calculate the perturbation movement
dE as the standard Euclidean distance between the position of the original image and the noisy or
perturbed image. We find the distribution of these distances for the 136-image test sub-sample, and in
Table 2 report the mean and standard deviation of these movements. When the domain adaptation is
used, images that were successfully flipped by one-pixel attack needed to move ∼ 2.3 times further
from the original Y10 image, which can help increase robustness and improve model performance.
In conclusion, we showed that naturally occurring adversarial examples that might arise in complex
scientific data pipelines can indeed be a big problem in the sciences. Further development and
implementation of domain adaptation and other techniques shows great promise in helping us build
and implement more robust and trustworthy models.
5

Broader Impact
Our paper demonstrates how noise and instrument problems deteriorate the performance of deep
learning algorithms used in science, and the capability of domain adaptation techniques to improve
model robustness to this type of issues. This research will impact the astronomy community, but
also the wider scientific community, since drop in model performance due to noise or instrument
problems is often present in many scientific applications. This is also relevant when simultaneously
working with different data sets (for example astronomical observation from different observing years
or working with simulated and real data)– domain transfer problems.
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(a) Do the main claims made in the abstract and introduction accurately reflect the paper’s contributions and scope? [Yes]
(b) Did you describe the limitations of your work? [N/A] This works introduces and explores
potential problems that might arise in astronomical data pipelines and shows that domain
adaptation has potential to increase the robustness of deep learning models to these problems.
Details and potential limitations will be discussed in longer journal paper, which is in preparation.
(c) Did you discuss any potential negative societal impacts of your work? [N/A]
(d) Have you read the ethics review guidelines and ensured that your paper conforms to them? [Yes]
2. If you are including theoretical results...
(a) Did you state the full set of assumptions of all theoretical results? [N/A]
(b) Did you include complete proofs of all theoretical results? [N/A]
3. If you ran experiments...
(a) Did you include the code, data, and instructions needed to reproduce the main experimental
results (either in the supplemental material or as a URL)? [No] This is still unpublished work and
we plan to include these details in the more detailed journal paper that will be published soon.
(b) Did you specify all the training details (e.g., data splits, hyperparameters, how they were chosen)?
[Yes] See Section 2 and Section 3.
(c) Did you report error bars (e.g., with respect to the random seed after running experiments
multiple times)? [No] We currently only ran experiments with one fixed random seed.
(d) Did you include the total amount of compute and the type of resources used (e.g., type of GPUs,
internal cluster, or cloud provider)? [Yes] See Section 3.
4. If you are using existing assets (e.g., code, data, models) or curating/releasing new assets...
(a) If your work uses existing assets, did you cite the creators? [Yes] We cite Illustris simulation
used to make our mock images, as well as GalSim package used to add noise and PSF. We also
cite the reference for the well-known ResNet18 network we use.
(b) Did you mention the license of the assets? [N/A]
(c) Did you include any new assets either in the supplemental material or as a URL? [No]
(d) Did you discuss whether and how consent was obtained from people whose data you’re using/curating? [N/A]
(e) Did you discuss whether the data you are using/curating contains personally identifiable information or offensive content? [N/A]
5. If you used crowdsourcing or conducted research with human subjects...
(a) Did you include the full text of instructions given to participants and screenshots, if applicable?
[N/A]
(b) Did you describe any potential participant risks, with links to Institutional Review Board (IRB)
approvals, if applicable? [N/A]
(c) Did you include the estimated hourly wage paid to participants and the total amount spent on
participant compensation? [N/A]
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